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The growing demand for hand-held consumer electronic products and 

portable display systems has given a fillip to the Liquid crystal display (LCD) 

market due to their low power consumption. To apply liquid crystals in 

technological field it is essential to know its physical properties. In the present 

dissertation I have reported the ·physical properties of different liquid crystalline 

samples as observed from x-ray diffractio~ optical birefringence, dielectric 

anisotropy and elastic const&nt measurements. Here, I am describing, in a nutshell, 

the salient features of different works undertaken by me. The format adopted in the 

present work is as follows. 

In chapter 1, I have presented a short review on liquid crystals especially, 

thermotropic liquid crystals. Among the different modifications I have concentrated 

my discussions only on those phases which are studied by me, namely, N and Sm.A. 

A few words about other liquid crystals have been discussed as an overview on this 

topic. 

In chapter 2, different theories of LCs which can be verified by x-ray 

diffraction and optical birefringence studies, have been described. Brief description 

of the experimental techniques employed in this work have been reported. Methods 

of calculations of different physical parameters viz., orientational order parameter 

(P2) and (P 4), apparent molecular length; intermolecular distance, refractive indices, 

molecular polarizabilities etc. have been outlined in this chapter. 

In chapter 3, the experimental values of three bicomponent mixture systems 

have been reported. I have presented results on mixtures A (7CBB+60CB) with 

five different compositions, mixtures B (7CBB+70CB) with seven different 

compositions and mixtures C (7CBB+80CB) with five different compositions. 

Mixtures A and B show induced smecti~ ~ phase and mixtures C show enhanced 

smectic Ad phase. Mixtures A1. B1 and C1 show re-entrant nematic phase as well. 

These experiments reveal that the homo- and hetero-dimer formation is the main 

cause for the formation of smectic ~ phase. In all mixtures ·layer thickness values 

in Sm.Ad phase are almost temperature independent. But average apparent molecular 

lengths in Nre an4 N phases. decrease with decreasing temperature. At a ,constant 

temperature for all the three mixture systems flat maxima in layer thickness is 
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observed when.plotted against concentration near the position of maximum thermal 

stability of SmAd phase. Average layer thickness of all ·the mixtures have been 

calculated asslllll#ig the pre~ence of monomers and homo- and hetero-dimers and 

the.se are in good agreement with. the. observed values. Refractive index 

meas~ement was possible only for mixture Bt in Nre .phase and to some extent in 

SmAd phase.· From both x-ray diffraction, refractive indices, density and DSC · 

studies it is confimied that Nre_:_S~ transition is of seconq order. 

· In ch~pter 4, result~ of another mixture system (EPBCC+50CB). at four 

different compositions have be~il described . and their properties have been 
' ' 

compared with those of the pur~ compounds. It has been widely observed that 

bicomponent mixtures ~f nematic compounds -. o:p,e strongly dipolar and another 

weakly .polar or non-polar - produces induced smectic phase. But in this 

experiment I have observed the formation of cybotactic structures rather· than 

induced smectic phase.. Density of mixtures decreases smoothly with temperature 

but with increasing concentration of 50CB the density variation is quite irregular. 
- . ' . " . 

· This might be the effect of anomalous density behaviour of pure EPBCC. In pure 

state both the samples form strong assoCiation in the mesophase, the observe.d ratio 

of apparent molecular length to molecular model length (1/L) being 1.3 to 1.4. 
. ' 

Mixture A with lowest concentration of 50CB shows no such association at all. In 

other mixtures, where 50.CB concentration is increased, bimolecular association is 
. . 

found· to exist .but the nature is: quite weak; 1/L ratio beihg ~ 1.1. 

In chapter 5, dielectric permittivity study on two compounds 5CB and 

ME60:5 and their mixtures of several compositions have been discussed with brief 

disc11ssions on the. relevant theories and experimental teclniiques. Mixture of the 

polar 5CB and the weakly polar ME60.5 produce induced S~ phase in certain 

concentration region. Both the samples show positive dielectric ·anisotropy, in both 

N and induced. SmAd phases, which is larger in polar compound than in weakly 
- . 

polar compound: s near N - I transition is less than Eiso for the polar compound and 

is almost equal for weakly polar compound. Observe~ permittivity components of 

the mixtures are as expected from simple additivity rule. But prominent jump in SJI 

component is observed at Sm-N transition, which is greater than the jump of 8_1 at 
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that point. These have been explained as the effect of anti -parallel· dipole-dipole 

associations. The change of E.L at the Sm-N transition .is, however, continuous at the 

lower and higber concentrations and is discontinuous in between. Variation of L\E 

with mole fraction ofME60.5 shows a minima near mole fraction of0.65 where the 

thermal stal)ility of SmAd phase is maximum. Observation of similar minimum in 

orientational order parameter ((P2)), apparent molecular length, packing fraction, L\n 

etc. had been rep9rted earlier at the concentration of maximum thermaf stability of 

SmJ\.d phase. Maxima in layer spacings at the concentration of maximum thermal 

stability had been reported in chapter - 3 and other mixtures. Thus it is concluded 

that thermal stabilisation of SmAd phase plays a major role in determining the 

physical properties of binary· mixtures. Minimum values· ·in certain physical 

parameters are observed when monomer conc.entration is high and maximum values 

in physical parameters are observed when dimer concentration is high. 

· Chapter. 6 , deals with theoretical background of crystal structure analysis. 

Here l have discussed mainly the Direct Methods and procedures of structure 

solu~ion by using the. package program MULTAN. 

In chapter 7, crystal structure of two mesogens ECCPP and HCCPP at low 

temperatures (246K and 243K respectively) have been presented. I have undertaken 

the crystal structure determination of these two co~pounds at low temperatures in 

an anticipation that this study may provide some information about the thermal 

behaviour of the molecules. · These two structures were determined at room 

temperature in our laboratory. At room temperature, of the two independent 

molecules in the unit cell, the cyclohexane ring of one of the molecules of ECCPP 

showed planar configuration. While in other molecule it was in chair configuration. 

This planar configuration transformed into chair form at low temperature. Structure 

of HCCPP does not show any significant change. Order parameter (P2) calculations 

and analysis of the anisotropic displacement parameters ~ere carried mit at both 

temperatures. At low temperature translational and librational motion are lower th~ 

at room temperature. In all cases the mean squares amplitudes of translational 

motions have the ~mallest values along the stacking directions and largest along the 
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molecular axes .. Order parameter (P2) for HCCPP is lower- thati that of ECCPP at. · 
both the temperatures. This is due to the flexibility of the long allcyl chain. 

Chapter 8 presents splay (ku) and bend (k:33) elastic constants of two alkenyl 

·'compounds 3CPOD(3)1 and· 5CPOD(3)1 of a homologues series with a brief 

discussions on the ·theory. of elastic constants, ·Freedericksz transition and 

experimental techniques. For'both the samples 1<:33 is greater than ku. ku, k33 and 

k33/ku decrease gradually with increasing temperature. Variation of k331ku with 

chain· length agrees with others experiments reported so far. From rough estim~tes 

of molecular aspect ratio it -has been observed· that theoretical model based on 

effective spherocylinders by Nehring and Saupe _does not allow an explanation of 

the experimentally observed trends for molecules with flexible hydrocarbon chains. 

It is better to accept the sugg~stion/proposed by de Jeu et.al and Karat et al, who 

. attributed the decrease of k33/kll with increasing chain length to an increasing 

4egree of short range positional ~rder in a plane pe:g>endicular to the director n. 




